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Dokmee Enterprise adds the ability to manage and share
multimedia files such as photos, video, audio, and

documents (including Office formats). In addition to the
basic file editing and management capabilities,

additional features include: We may use personal
information to provide the services you've requested,

including services that display customized content and
advertising. We may also use personal information for
auditing, research and analysis to operate and improve
Office Gemini technologies and services. We may share
aggregated non-personal information with third parties
outside of Dokmee. When we use third parties to assist
us in processing your personal information, we require
that they comply with our Privacy Policy and any other
appropriate confidentiality and security measures. We
may also share information with third parties in limited

circumstances, including when complying with legal
process, preventing fraud or imminent harm, and

ensuring the security of our network and services. Office
Gemini processes personal information on our servers in
the United States of America. In some cases, we process

personal information on a server outside your own
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country. At Office Gemini we recognize that privacy is
important. This document outlines the types of personal

information we receive and collect when you use
Dokmee services or any other Office Gemini services, as

well as some of the steps we take to safeguard
information. We hope this will help you make an

informed decision about sharing personal information
with us. Office Gemini collects personal information when

you register for a Dokmee services or otherwise
voluntarily provide such information. We may combine

personal information collected from you with information
from other Office Gemini services or third parties to

provide a better user experience, including customizing
content for you. Office Gemini uses cookies and other

technologies to enhance your online experience and to
learn about how you use Office Gemini services in order
to improve the quality of our services. Office Gemini's

servers automatically record information when you visit
our website or use some of our products, including the
URL, IP address, browser type and language, and the

date and time of your request.
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We may use local storage objects (“Flash cookies”) to
store content of your selected pages. There are two

types of Flash cookies: Session cookies, which we use to
monitor how you interact with Dokmee and are deleted

when you log out. Persistent cookies, which collect
limited information such as your language preferences
and our aggregate usage data to help us improve and
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optimize our Dokmee services. We may use your
information to contact you with offers and marketing

communications from Office Gemini and other companies
of Dokmee. You can contact Office Gemini to opt-out of

being added to our mailing list, contact us at
privacy@officegemini.com to request we stop sending
marketing communications to you. You will learn more

about how Office Gemini collects and uses your personal
information when you provide it to us. You will be given

choices about how your personal information will be used
at the time it is collected. You can choose to collect your

personal information in a number of ways, such as by
answering a survey. If you would like to review, change

or delete personal information that you have provided to
Office Gemini, you may do so by contacting us at

users@officesecurity.com or the following address:
Dokmee Enterprise, Attn: Privacy Policy An award-
winning ECM solution for streamlining the digital

transformation process in a manner that is efficient, cost
effective, and user-friendly.Dokmee is a secure, easy to
use enterprise content managementsystem designed for

a varietyof purpose including document capture and
storage, search and retrieval, and file sharing.
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